constraints" such as for (an "exemplifier," as in for instance),
and "sentence builders" such as let me start by/with X (a "topic marker").
The authors go on to discuss, in both theoretical and practical terms, pedagogical applications according to language skill in Chapters 5 through 7 (this will be returned to later in this review The problem for applied linguists has been that these epistemologically motivated interpretations from grammar, and of syntactic rules from lexical lists, preclude adequate accounts of the daily output of natural language by real, as opposed to 'ideal,' speakers in a discourse community. As noted by Pawley & Syder:
Native speakers produce coherent strings of cohesive language. This discourse is nativelike, as opposed to possible grammatical alternatives which are not. The explanation for these facts has been largely overlooked by grammarians (1983, p. 191 Bolinger, 1976) , increasing cognitive processing efficiency in memory retrieval and productioncrucial to language acquisition and fluency (Peters, 1977) , and in the case of oral narrative, matching metrical cadences with recurrent topical material (Parry, 1971; Kiparsky, 1987 NOTEŜ I hesitate to call these taxonomies since they are in not systematic. They are, rather, conjoined lists, partonomies, which are perhaps presumed to cross-cut each other in ways which remain to be explored.
By way of introduction to 'lexical phrases', in addition to the book under review, I recommend Pawley & Syder (1983) , Peters (1977) , and Bolinger (1976) .
